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A. Introduction
The geologic map (at a scale of 1:24,000) depicts the full extent of the Ripsey
Wash compound half-graben, which occupies an elongate area of approximately 15 km 2
parallel to the Ripsey fault, and represents a revision and update of previous mapping
(Schmidt, 1971 ; Cornwall and Krieger, 1975a, 1975b; Dickinson, 1991 , Figure 40).
Access to the interior of the study area, which lies within the Grayback and Kearny 7.5
minute USGS quadrangles, is provided by an unimproved road that turns up the floor of
Ripsey Wash from the graded Florence-Kelvin highway, which crosses Ripsey Wash just
above its mouth near the A-Diamond Ranch. The regional geologic relationships of the
Ripsey Wash half-graben are discussed elsewhere (Dickinson, 1991, 1995).
B. Symbols

Lines: light lines = depositional contacts (dashed where approximate); heavy lines = faults
(dashed where approximate and dotted where concealed by burial beneath cover);
stippled line = approximate gradational facies boundary (see annotation on map)
Faults: balls denote hanging walls of normal faults and arrows indicate local fault dips
Attitudes: all strike-and-dip symbols refer exclusively to bedding attitudes
C. Map Units
(alluvium along wash floors and gravel cover of pediment terraces not mapped separately)

Tsu: upper member of Ripsey Wash Sequence of Lower Miocene San Manuel Formation
Tsl: lower member of Ripsey Wash Sequence of Lower Miocene San Manuel Formation
Ya: Precambrian Apache Group (exposed only near southeast corner of study area)
Yor: Middle Proterozoic (1420-1450 Ma) megacrystic granite of Oracle-Ruin suite,
intruded locally by Precambrian (- 1100 Ma) diabase sheets and Laramide
porphyry dikes that are not mapped separately here (see Schmidt, 1971, and
Cornwall and Krieger, 1975a, 1975b, for distribution of the latter bodies)
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D. Tertiary Stratigraphy
The Tertiary strata exposed along Ripsey Wash were described as the Ripsey
Wash sequence by Schmidt (1971), but were later referred by Cornwall and Krieger
(1975a, 1975b) to the regional San Manuel Formation, a stratigraphic assignment later
adopted by Dickinson (1991). The strata are here termed the Ripsey Wash Sequence of
the San Manuel Formation in recognition of the likelihood that they were deposited in a
depocenter not contiguous with the main San Manuel depocenter of the San Pedro trough,
even though their deposition was coeval with San Manuel sedimentation elsewhere. Tuffs
interbedded with the conglomeratic sedimentary strata have yielded Early Miocene biotite
K-Ar ages of 17.5 Ma and 20.3 Ma (Dickinson and Shafiqullah, 1989).
The Ripsey Wash Sequence of the San Manuel Formation is composed dominantly
of conglomeratic strata representing alluvial fan and braidplain facies (Dickinson, 1991).
In detail, the strata include sedimentary breccia, sandy conglomerate, and conglomeratic
sandstone, with minor layers of finer grained sandstone. Pebble and cobble and boulder
conglomerates occur in unsystematic patterns, both areally and stratigraphically. Although
subordinate lenses of debris-avalanche and debris-flow deposits are present locally, the
bulk of the succession reflects streamflood sedimentation. Thin volcaniclastic layers and
lenses of ashfall tuff, reworked tuff, and tuffaceous sandstone that are individually less
than a meter thick form selected horizons. Clasts were derived dominantly from the
Oracle-Ruin suite of megacrystic granite upon which the sequence rests unconformably,
but clasts of Precambrian diabase, quartzite of the Apache Group, Paleozoic limestone,
and varied Laramide porphyries are also present in variable but subordinate proportions.
Diverse paleocurrent trends inferred from poorly developed imbrication imply centripetal
paleodrainages, tapping both basin flanks, with sediment dispersal both transversely into
and longitudinally along the elongate Ripsey Wash depocenter (Dickinson, 1991, Figure
39B).
The Ripsey Wash Sequence of the San Manuel Formation includes lower (TsI) and
upper (Tsu) members that are distinctive both lithologically and structurally (see below).
The lower member is more heterogeneous in grain size, containing more sandstone layers,
displays better defined bedding, typically as layers of contrasting grain size or texture that
are a meter or less in thickness, and includes prominent and laterally persistent horizons of
volcaniclastic strata. Strata of the upper member are more massive and more consistently
coarser grained, with homogeneous layers of conglomerate or sedimentary breccia up to
10m thick, and rare volcaniclastic strata are confined to lensoid channel-filling bodies.
The contact between the two members is abrupt but concordant wherever exposed. The
upper member most probably represents coalesced alluvial fans built mainly or exclusively
by transverse paleoflow into the basin, whereas the lower member may include braidplain
sediments deposited by longitudinal paleoflow along the basin axis. Adjacent to upper
Ripsey Wash, the basal part ofthe upper member grades locally to a sandy facies (see
map), composed of sandstone and conglomeratic sandstone, which may also have been
deposited along the basin axis near the toes of alluvial fans .
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E. Half-Graben Relations

The Ripsey Wash Sequence of the San Manuel Formation is bounded on the east
by the Ripsey fault, a west-dipping normal fault. Beds dip east or northeast toward the
Ripsey fault, and the stratigraphic base of the succession rests unconformably on basement
to the west and southwest. The overall structural setting is that of a classic half-graben.
Cornwall and Krieger (1975a, 1975b) erroneously showed the western contact as faulted,
but Schmidt (1971) had earlier noted its depositional nature (Dickinson, 1991). The basal
contact is irregular, and multiple exposures of buttress unconformities can be observed
within the study area.
In detail, however, the Ripsey Wash structure is not a simple half-graben, but a
compound half-graben developed by two superposed episodes of normal faulting. In the
northern half of the study area, an older fault lies 1-2 km west of the Ripsey fault. The
upper member of the Ripsey Wash Sequence of the San Manuel Formation overlaps or
oversteps the older of the two faults, whereas the lower member is apparently confined to
the area west of both faults with the exception of a thin interval preserved locally on the
upthrown side of the older fault near the northern end of the Ripsey Wash exposures. The
older fault is inferred to be the northern continuation of the Hackberry fault as offset by
the Ripsey fault (see annotation on map).
Farther south, outside the study area, the Hackberry fault truncates the eastern
flank of the Jim Thomas syncline in the central Tortilla Mountains, and separates the Jim
Thomas synclinal block from the thick east-tilted homo cline of Tertiary strata exposed
along Hackberry Wash south of Kearny (Dickinson, 1991, Figure 40). In both the Jim
Thomas synclinal block west of the Hackberry fault and the Hackberry Wash homoclinal
block east of the Hackberry fault, the Miocene San Manuel Formation is underlain by the
Oligocene-Miocene Hackberry Wash Facies of the Cloudburst Formation. As the Ripsey
Wash Sequence of the San Manuel Formation rests directly upon Precambrian basement,
with no intervening strata of the Hackberry Wash Facies of the Cloudburst Formation
present, sedimentation within the Ripsey Wash depocenter evidently began later than in
the depocenters represented by exposures in the Jim Thomas syncline and the Hackberry
Wash homo cline.
For the Ripsey Wash Sequence of the San Manuel Formation, these relations in
areas to the south and east imply that: (1) the lower member was deposited as strata that
onlapped basement toward the northwest to form a contiguous longitudinal continuation
of the Jim Thomas depocenter on the downthrown side of the Hackberry fault; but (2) the
upper member was deposited after initiation of displacements along the Ripsey fault had
disrupted the Hackberry fault and begun the development of a new depocenter along the
downthrown side of the Ripsey fault. In this fashion, the Ripsey Wash depocenter as a
whole evolved as a compound half-graben with (1) an older component, represented by
the lower member, representing an offset and partly buried half-graben associated with
movements along the Hackberry fault, and (2) a younger component, represented by the
upper member, representing a superposed half-graben associated with movements along
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the Ripsey fault. Where erosion has not stripped the upper member away to reveal the
geometry of the older half-graben, exposures at the surface represent a composite halfgraben with successive phases of sedimentation representing two stages of half-graben
development. Locally, continued or rejuvenated movements along the offset Hackberry
fault also accompanied movements along the Ripsey fault (see below).
F. Ripsey Fault Character
Although others have inferred that the Ripsey fault is probably a listric fault that
shallows rapidly with depth (Naruk et ai. , 1986; Corn and Ahern, 1994; Howard and
Foster, 1996), there is no real evidence for such behavior. At the surface, the Ripsey fault
dips 40° (-50°) wherever well exposed, and the dips of adjacent beds of the upper member
of the Ripsey Wash Sequence of the San Manuel Formation are uniform for at least a
kilometer away from the fault. The bedding attitudes thus display no hint of the rollover
effect expected beside a listric normal fault. Where the local structure is not complicated
by the presence of the offset Hackberry fault at depth, bedding in the upper member dips
an average (n=25) of 15° toward the Ripsey fault. This relationship suggests that the
upper member accumulated at sub horizontal attitudes when the Ripsey fault dipped ~60°
westward, with the present eastward dip of the bedding and the shallower present dip of
the fault produced by modest rotation of both the fault and the bedding about a horizontal
axis during tilt-block evolution.
The offset segment of the Hackberry fault in the northern part of the study area
dips at the same approximate angle (40°) as the Ripsey fault, and probably shared a similar
tilt history. The Copper Butte fault, which is the continuation of the Ripsey fault to the
north across the Gila River, also dips approximately 45° to the southwest (Dickinson,
1995).
The subvertical dips of Precambrian and Paleozoic strata, in both the Sultana block
of the Tortilla Mountains east of the Ripsey fault and the Grayback block lying west of the
Ripsey fault (Howard, 1991, Figure 7), apparently reflect rotation above west-dipping,
detachment-like, low-angle normal faults that lie east of the Ripsey fault and dip below it
in the subsurface. The Ripsey fault evidently separates blocks that were already strongly
tilted by displacements along these latter faults before movement was initiated along the
modestly rotated Ripsey fault.
G. Member Contact Relations
Structural relationships between the lower and upper members of the Ripsey Wash
Sequence of the San Manuel Formation are varied and not fully understood. As observed
contacts between the two members are everywhere concordant, syntectonic sedimentation
was apparently continuous or nearly so throughout the complex structural evolution of the
compound half-graben in the study area. Progressive tilting of the growing half-grabens
produced modest but detectable growth fanning of stratal dips as evolution of tilt-blocks
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proceeded during faulting. Contrasting domains of differing stratigraphic and structural
relationships are shown by the geologic map, from north to south as follows :
(a) North of "diabase canyon", the lower member is cut and displaced by the offset
Hackberry fault, but the upper member overlaps the fault and oversteps the lower member
to rest on basement between the offset Hackberry fault and the Ripsey fault. Most of the
length of the contact between the lower and upper members lies beneath the alluviated
floor of Ripsey Wash and cannot be observed on outcrop. Bedding attitudes in the two
members provide no robust evidence for growth fanning of dips during evolution of the
compound half-graben system, although the average dip (n=16) of the lower member (27°
± 5°) is slightly greater than the average dip (n=12) of the upper member (23° ± 4°). In
exposures near the contact between the two members, however, the lower member dips
consistently at a steeper angle (25°-35°) than does the upper member (20°-25°).
(b) South of "diabase canyon", the upper member is locally truncated by the offset
Hackberry fault, and a pronounced buttress unconformity exposed beneath strata of the
upper member at "diabase canyon" is inferred to represent onlap of a paleoscarp that was
developed along the trace of the fault during sedimentation. West of this partly faulted and
partly onlapping eastern contact of the upper member with basement, the upper member
clearly rests abruptly but concordantly on the lower member. Bedding attitudes in the two
members reflect slight but distinct growth fanning of dips as faulting proceeded, with an
average dip (n=20) of 37° ± 6° for the lower member and an average dip (n=18) 0[30° ±
4 ° for the upper member. The contrast in dip persists southward to the juncture of the
offset Hackberry fault with the Ripsey fault, with an average dip (n=8) of 33° ± 3° for the
lower member and an average dip (n=6) of 25° ± 3° for the upper member.
(c) Southward for a kilometer or so from the juncture of the offset Hackberry fault
with the Ripsey fault, growth fanning of dips is more pronounced, with attitudes of 25°30° characteristic for the lower member, but only 15°-20° for the upper member. Even so,
there is no structural discordance across the contact between the two members because
the dip of the lower member shallows to 20° near the contact. In this segment of the
Ripsey Wash depocenter, the lower and upper members evidently form two successive but
conformable tiers of a composite half-graben that began growth beside the Hackberry fault
but completed its growth beside the Ripsey fault.
(d) Where the sandy facies is present at the base of the upper member, there is
apparently an abrupt structural discordance across Ripsey Wash between the lower and
upper members, but the contact is wholly masked by a broad reach of alluvium along the
wash floor. As no indication of local faulting was found, the discordance is here inferred
to reflect an unconformable segment of the contact between the two members, although
there is no exposure of such an unconformable relationship on outcrop. Such discordance
may reflect progressive tilting about contrasting axes within a composite half-graben
controlled first by the offset Hackberry fault and then by the Ripsey fault, with slightly
different strikes characteristic of the two faults.
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(e) South of where the sandy facies is present in the upper member, structural
discordance between the two members disappears, and there is no detectable growth
fanning of dips between the two members, but growth fanning of dips occurs within the
lower member, from -25° to -15° . The significance of the gentle syncline shown within
the upper member on the geologic map is unclear, but its occurrence may be related to
spoon-like curvature of the Ripsey fault from a northwesterly strike on the north to a
northerly strike farther south. A prominent cross fault truncates the Ripsey Wash halfgraben on the south, although a remnant of tilted lower member is present just to the
south of the cross fault. Reconnaissance southward toward Ripsey Ranch indicates that
no Tertiary strata are preserved adjacent to the Ripsey fault south of the study area.
H. Structural Summary

In sum, incremental growth of half-grabens led to growth fanning of dips by the
order of 5° -10° during the accumulation of successive horizons within the Ripsey Wash
Sequence of the San Manuel Formation. Sequential development of the Hackberry and
Ripsey faults to form a compound half-graben structure punctuated but did not interrupt
syntectonic sedimentation, and the two members of the Ripsey Wash Sequence of the San
Manuel Formation locally form a structurally composite but concordant succession with
dips at different horizons controlled by sequential episodes of tilt that were associated with
diachronous displacements along the two faults in tum. Although the upper member, with
its depositional limit marked by the Ripsey fault, ultimately buried the offset Hackberry
fault, the upper member is also locally cut and at least partially displaced by the latter fault
as well. The areal distribution of bedding attitudes suggests that the normal faults attained
progressively lower dips by bulk rotation of tilt-blocks as displacements continued, but not
through listric curvature.
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